
InTouch 32 Secure 
Tablet Locker™

The InTouch32 Secure Tablet Locker was developed directly from our customers’ requests to 
individually manage their 1:1 tablet programs and keep the devices safe and secure within the 
classroom. The large capacity, small footprint of the IT32 allows instructors to easily manage the 
entire tablet inventory in one location. Careful consideration is given to cord management by placing 
a charging plug in front of every slot for easy tablet organization and access. 

The IT32 Locker secures tablets with Spectrum’s custom protective double-bolt lock. There are 
no plastic pieces easily pried open – the IT32 exterior consists of 16 gauge steel. Further security 
measures can be taken by bolting the IT32 to either a wall or worksurface. Safety measures are 
designed into the electrical system as well with all outlets located in a separately locked bay. 

For the ultimate in 1:1 device security and organization, look no further than the InTouch32 Secure 
Tablet Locker!
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Cords are conveniently 
located over each slot

Design benefits: (details on page 3)

ventilation warrantyrobust
construction

security

Complete specs on our site 
www.spectrumfurniture.com

Dimensions:
Overall: (Height is to top of unit)
301/4” W x 151/2” D x 231/2” H
Tablet slot:
11/4"W (slot width)
125/8"D (front to back)
93/4"H (top to bottom)

(To ensure proper clearance, check 
dimensions of mobile device intended 
for use in this cart)
Note: each slot holds one tablet

InTouch 32 Secure Tablet Locker™

Advantages:

Customer Preferred Options: 

55142 Replacement Key Set
Includes two metal keys and works
on all Spectrum double-bolt locks

Standard color combination:

Product information: 

• Cool White steel

p InTouch32 manages up to 32 tablet computers
p    Safe and robust tablet storage and charging for an entire classroom in one  
    central location
p Small footprint holds 32 Tablets
p Stores and charges most popular tablets including iPads 
p Wide slots will accept tablet covers/cases, no need to remove them 
p Overhead cord management allows cord to hang directly above each tablet
p Double-bolt locking door and steel construction provides security 
p For added security the unit can to be bolted to a worksurface
p Separate, locking AC voltage wiring compartment keeps AC power separate from  
    DC power cords
p Plastic dividers protect tablets and keep them well organized
p Generous spacing between outlets allow use of larger power plugs

55434

55434 CW
Our lockers are designed to store, charge, 
and secure tablets in one location. 
For added security the locker can be 
bolted to a worksurface, tablet access is 
protected by a double-bolt lock

55434 CW
To protect students, only low-voltage 
plugs are accessible on the student side 
of cart. 
The plugs are conveniently located directly 
above each tablet slot

55434 CW
AC Power is kept separate from the 
student side. A removable/locking panel 
prevents tampering and provides quick 
access.
Vents provide chimney-effect cooling
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